RESIDUAL STRESSES IN COLD-DRAWN RODS: 
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ABSTRACT

Residual strains were measured in ferritic and pearlitic steel rods along the radial, axial and hoop directions. Samples were first subjected to one drawing pass with 20% section reduction and then to a second pass with only 1% section reduction (“skin-pass” treatment). After the first pass, the calculated residual stresses are tensile at the rod surface and compressive in the interior. Stress balance is approximately fulfilled in the ferritic steel rods but this is not the case for the pearlitic ones, because stresses in the cementite phase could not be accounted for. The second drawing pass is very effective in reducing the residual stresses in the ferritic steel rods along the three principal directions. In the pearlitic steel rods, the residual stress state after the “skin-pass” treatment is quasi-uniaxial, with axial compressive residual stresses (around -350 MPa) in the ferrite phase.

INTRODUCTION

Wire drawing is a manufacturing process employed to improve mechanical properties by cold-working. The process consists of reducing the wire section by successive passes through a set of conical dies. This process is widely employed in industry for producing high tensile strength pearlitic steel wires that find widespread applications as structural reinforcements, such as prestressed concrete, mining and fishing cables and tire reinforcements [1,2]. Inhomogeneous plastic deformations associated with the fabrication process involve the development of residual stress and texture gradients across the section of the wire. The residual stress pattern developed for deep drawing consists of tensile stresses at the wire surface and compressive ones in the interior [3-7].

It is well known that residual stresses may influence both the mechanical behaviour of the wires and their durability. In cold-drawn eutectoid steel wires, the presence of residual stresses decrease the elastic limit and increases the stress relaxation losses [8,9]. In addition, time to rupture in stress corrosion tests is clearly reduced with tensile residual stresses at the wire surface [10,11]. Consequently, it is important to control the residual stress profile resulting from cold-drawing in order to optimize wire performance.

Wire manufacturers are aware of the problem and try to alleviate residual stresses by means of in-line post-drawing thermomechanical treatments. These treatments involve stretching the wire to a certain deformation at a moderate temperature. Other alternatives have been proposed, for example to subject the wires to a final drawing step with a very small section reduction (termed...
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“skin pass”). However, its effectiveness in terms of residual stress reduction has not been assessed yet.

In this work, samples of single phase (ferritic) and two-phase (pearlitic) steel rods were studied. Both were subjected to one drawing pass under precisely controlled conditions and some samples were given a second drawing pass with only a 1% section reduction (“skin pass”). Through-thickness residual strain profiles were measured by neutron diffraction in the ferrite phase along the three principal directions of the rods, namely radial, hoop and axial. Measurements were performed in the strain scanner StressSpec (FRM-II, Garching, Germany). The reference lattice spacing was measured in “comb-like” specimens fabricated by EDM.

EXPERIMENTAL

Material

Straight rods (16 mm diameter and 6 m length) of both ferritic and pearlitic steel (eutectoid steel) were specially produced for this research by Saarstahl AG (Völklingen, Germany). The aim was to avoid residual stresses associated with coiling and at the same time to have a large cross section that would allow the measurement of the residual stress profile along the diameter. The rods were produced by hot rolling and aged to reduce residual stresses to a minimum. The chemical composition of both steels is given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C (%)</th>
<th>Si (%)</th>
<th>Mn (%)</th>
<th>P (%)</th>
<th>S (%)</th>
<th>Al (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ferritic</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.20-0.45</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.02-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearlitic</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.15-0.35</td>
<td>0.60-0.90</td>
<td>&lt;0.025</td>
<td>&lt;0.025</td>
<td>0.02-0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Samples were first cold-drawn in one pass (in precisely controlled conditions) to a final diameter of 14.3 mm (20% reduction in section) and then to a second pass with only 1% section reduction (“skin-pass” treatment). Die geometry was precisely measured. Details are given elsewhere [12]. The rods were kept straight during the whole process in order to avoid any change in the residual stress pattern generated by drawing.

Neutron diffraction measurements

The neutron diffraction experiments presented in this paper were performed on the Stress-Spec Diffractometer, at the FRMII reactor (Garching, Germany). Stress-Spec is located at the thermal beam port SR3 of FRM II and can easily be configured either for texture or stress analysis. The setup employed in the measurements on ferrite consists of a bent silicon monochromator Si(400) at a take-off angle of 82°, which corresponds to a wavelength of approximately 1.67 Angstrom. Another setup was employed to try and measure cementite: a Ge(311) monochromator at a take-off angle of 82°, which corresponds to a wavelength of approximately 2.1 Angstrom. The
A monochromatic beam is diffracted by the specimen and detected by a position sensitive detector with an area of 20x20 cm$^2$.

Strain scanning was carried out in the ferritic rods (single phase). It was attempted to measure residual strain in both phases of the pearlitic rods, namely ferrite and cementite. Cementite peaks were measured in the initial rods before cold-drawing. However, they virtually disappeared in cold-drawn rods. This is attributed to peak broadening associated to plastic deformation. Consequently, only measurements in the ferrite phase of both steel rods, namely ferritic and pearlitic, are reported. Ferrite strains were measured using the (211) diffraction line with $\lambda = 1.6714$ Å. This combination produces a Bragg peak around $2\theta = 91^\circ$, very close to the optimum ($90^\circ$). The (211) peak was chosen because it is a good representative of the macroscopic behaviour in steels. Samples with a length to diameter ratio of 12 to 1 were cut from the rods. Measurements were performed in the central cross-section of the samples where the residual stresses generated by cold-drawing were not affected by the cutting process [12]. Ferrite lattice spacing was collected in the axial, radial and hoop directions of the samples, by measuring one point every mm. The strain scanning was carried out along the rod diameter. The slits connected to the diffractometer defined different gauge volumes for each component (with the aim of achieving the same spatial resolution). A nominal gauge volume of 2 x 2 x 2 mm$^3$ was used in the axial measurements. For radial and hoop measurements, the beam could be enlarged vertically without loss in spatial resolution (due to the symmetry of the sample). So, in this case the slit dimensions were 2 x 10 mm$^2$ (incident) and 2 mm (receiving).

The unstressed lattice spacing, $d_0$, was computed from the initial rods (before cold-drawing). To this end, several cuts were carried out by electro-discharge machining in samples of the ferritic and pearlitic rods. The cuts left several isolated parallelepipeds (4x4x15 mm$^3$) where $d_0$ was measured in the radial/hoop orientation (gauge volume 2x10x2 mm$^3$). The final $d_0$ employed in the calculations for each steel was an average of the results corresponding to the different parallelepipeds in each sample.

**EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

The experimental data are very good, with narrow diffraction peaks and very low background. As an illustration, a typical diffraction pattern for the cold-drawn pearlitic steel rod (neutron diffraction 2$\theta$ scan) is shown in Fig. 1. There are some small peaks between the (200) and (110) ferrite reflections which do not correspond to cementite reflections, they are $\lambda/2$ contamination ferrite reflections. As can be seen, cementite reflections are hidden in the background.

In all the figures the error bars for the strains and stresses are smaller than the symbols employed in the plots (typical error in stress is less than 10 MPa). The residual strains originated by cold-drawing in the ferritic rod (Fig 2a) are significantly reduced by the skin pass treatment (Fig. 2b). The strain profiles corresponding to the three directions become flatter and closer to zero, the effect being more noticeable in the axial and hoop directions. For example, the axial strain at the rod center changes from $-1.5 \times 10^{-3}$ in the cold-drawn sample (Fig. 2a) to $-10^{-4}$ in the sample subjected to the skin pass treatment (Fig. 2b).

In the pearlitic rod, the residual strains in the ferrite phase are larger than in the ferritic rod (compare Fig. 2a with Fig. 3a). The skin-pass treatment successfully reduces the residual strain in
the radial and hoop directions (average tensile strain around $4 \times 10^{-4}$). However, in the axial direction, noticeable compressive strains (around $-1.5 \times 10^{-3}$) are retained in the ferrite phase.

Fig. 1. Typical diffraction pattern for a cold-drawn pearlitic rod (neutron diffraction 2θ scan), including the the ferrite and cementite reflections.

The residual stresses are calculated from the residual strains using Linear Elasticity [13]. The elastic constants were computed from $S_1$ and $S_2/2$ for the (211) ferrite reflection, which in turn were calculated from the single crystal elastic constants through the Kröner model [14], and their values are the following: $S_1 = -1.2629$ and $S_2/2 = 5.7155 \times 10^{12}$ Pa$^{-1}$.

Fig. 2. Residual strains in the radial, hoop and axial direction as a function of the radial coordinate: a) cold-drawn; b) cold-drawn + skin pass ferritic rod

The residual stresses are plotted in Figs. 4 and 5 as a function of the radial coordinate, $R$. In both steel rods, the residual stress profiles resulting from cold-drawing are perfectly symmetric with respect to the rod center (see Figs. 4a and 5a). Remarkable residual stress profiles are developed in the ferritic rod in the three directions, as can be seen in Fig. 4a. The steepest variations are found in the axial direction, the stresses varying from $-500$ MPa at the rod center to approximately 200 MPa at the surface. The hoop stresses are also compressive at the rod center (around $-300$ MPa) and tensile at the surface (with the same value as the axial stresses). The skin-pass treatment is very effective in reducing the residual stresses in the ferritic rods, as can be
seen in Fig. 4b. The axial residual stress profile still shows some symmetry with respect to the rod center, with negligible stresses both at the rod surface and at the center. A minimum value of -100 MPa is found close to the rod surface (R = ±4 mm). On the other hand, the radial and hoop stresses are almost negligible at all points along the rod diameter (maximum around +50 MPa in the hoop direction).

The residual stresses generated by cold-drawing in the ferrite phase of the pearlitic steel are larger than the ones in the ferritic steel (compare Figs. 4a and 5a). As it can be seen in Fig. 5a, the axial residual stress tends to positive values at the rod surface, although the larger tensile stresses at the surface are found in the hoop direction (around 400 MPa). However, at the rod center the compressive stresses are considerably larger in the axial direction (-850 MPa) than in the hoop direction (-250 MPa). The consequences of the skin-pass treatment are shown in Fig. 5b. The residual stresses in the hoop direction are clearly reduced and they show almost the same values as the radial stresses along the rod diameter. Both profiles maintain the symmetry with respect to the rod center, where small compressive stresses are found (around -50 MPa). The largest tensile stress (around 100 MPa) is found close to the rod surface. In the axial direction, the resulting residual stress profile is very similar in shape to those found in the radial and hoop directions, but
displaced to compressive values. The maximum axial stress (around -300 MPa) is located at the rod surface and the minimum (around -400 MPa) is found at the rod center.

![Graph showing residual stress vs wire radius](image)

**Fig. 5.** Residual stress in the radial, hoop and axial direction as a function of the radial coordinate: a) cold-drawn; b) cold-drawn + skin pass pearlitic rod

**DISCUSSION**

The measured peak positions have a remarkable accuracy. The maximum strain error (in the axial direction) is around $4 \times 10^{-5}$ in the ferritic steel rod and $7 \times 10^{-5}$ in the pearlitic one. Consequently, the error bars in the strain and stress results are very small (they have almost the same size as the symbols used in the plots). In addition, every sample was precisely positioned ($\pm 0.1$ mm) by measuring entering curves through the rod surfaces by neutron diffraction. Moreover, it should be noted that there is an excellent agreement between the radial and hoop strains exactly at the rod centre in all cases, which proves the accuracy in sample positioning.

The residual stress profiles obtained after cold-drawing for both steel rods are perfectly symmetric with respect to the rod center (see Figs. 4a and 5a). This is consistent with an axisymmetric residual stress state generated by cold-drawing. In the single phase ferritic steel rod, the axial and hoop residual stresses are approximately balanced over the cross-section, and the radial stress tends to zero at the rod surface (see Fig. 4a), thus verifying the boundary conditions. However, the residual stress profiles corresponding to the ferrite phase are unbalanced in the cold-drawn pearlitic rod (see Fig. 5a). In fact, the axial stresses have negative values in a significant portion of the cross section, whereas the hoop stresses are mostly positive, except at the rod core. This is not surprising because the contribution of the cementite phase is not accounted for. The skin-pass treatment helps to reduce the residual stresses in the radial and hoop direction, although a significant compressive stress is obtained in the axial direction (see Fig. 5b). As both the radial and hoop stresses are close to zero (see Fig. 5b), the residual stress state after the skin-pass treatment can be considered uniaxial. Consequently, assuming the rule of mixtures [7] with the volume fractions of ferrite (90%) and cementite (10%) in the pearlitic steel, the average stress in the cementite phase should be around 3000 MPa to fulfil the stress balance. This is in agreement with the results found in the literature, where cementite residual stresses similar or higher than this value have been measured by neutron diffraction [15] and estimated from stress balance [16] in cold-drawn eutectoid wires.
The industrial procedures used nowadays to alleviate the residual stresses generated by cold-drawing are based on thermomechanical treatments, where the wire is stretched at a moderate temperature. The authors have shown that these post-drawing treatments are very effective in reducing the residual stresses in commercial eutectoid steel wires with a smaller diameter that the ones employed in this work, as can be seen in Fig. 6 [6].

The residual stress profiles resulting from cold-drawing are similar to ones found in the present rods (compare Figs. 5a and 6a). The most remarkable difference is found when the two treatments employed to alleviate the residual stresses are compared. The thermomechanical treatment reduces the residual stresses in all directions and the resulting stress values in ferrite are almost negligible. On the other hand, the skin-pass treatment reduces the stresses in the radial and hoop directions. The ferrite phase is left in compression along the axial direction and the resulting residual stress profile is rather flat (values ranging from -300 to -400 MPa). It is difficult to predict how this residual stress state would influence the mechanical behaviour of the pearlitic rods, especially in stress corrosion cracking. The authors have shown that the durability of cold-drawn wires (as evaluated with stress corrosion tests) is mainly influenced by the macro residual stresses at the wire surface [17]. In this case, the macro residual stress is considered negligible, but the phase stresses are considerable. Consequently, the durability will depend on where the damage initiates, whether in the soft ferrite phase or in the hard and brittle cementite phase.

![Figure 6](image.png)

**Fig. 6.** Residual stresses in a cold-drawn steel rod: a) “as-drawn” (D) sample; b) standard thermomechanical treatment (S) sample (taken from [6])

**CONCLUSIONS**

The residual stresses generated by cold-drawing show a pattern consistent with deep drawing (tensile at the surface and compressive in the interior of the rods). The main difference between the ferritic and pearlitic steel rods (otherwise processed exactly in the same way) is the magnitude of the stresses. Stress balance is approximately fulfilled in the single phase (ferritic) rods. However, in the two-phase (pearlitic) rods, the residual stress profiles are unbalanced because the stresses in the second phase (cementite) could not be accounted for. This suggests that the contribution of the cementite phase, though only 10% in volume, cannot be neglected.

In the ferritic steel rods, the residual stresses resulting from cold-drawing are successfully alleviated by the skin-pass treatment (only 1% section reduction). This effect is also noticed in
the ferrite phase of pearlitic steel rods, where the stresses in the radial and hoop directions are negligible. However, the residual stress in the axial direction is compressive with a rather flat profile (values ranging from -300 to -400 MPa along the rod diameter). Consequently, the estimated residual stress in the cementite phase must be around 3000 MPa in order to fulfil the stress balance in this quasi-uniaxial residual stress state.

The thermomechanical treatments currently employed by the manufacturers produce negligible residual stresses in the ferrite phase of cold-drawn eutectoid steel wires. On the other hand, the axial residual stresses resulting from the skin-pass treatment cannot be neglected. It is hypothesized that in this case the durability in aggressive environments will depend on where the damage initiates, whether in the soft ferrite phase (subjected to compressive axial stress) or in the hard and brittle cementite phase (subjected to tensile axial stress).
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